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The traveltime curves along the Barents Sea D..S profile

(materiele of the Institutes of Oceanology and Earth Physics

of the USSR Lr1j) have been interpreted on the base o f two-

dimentiónal velocity modelo This profile 680 km long was

stretched in the southeastern part of the Barents Sea drom

the costline to the north of the Rybachiy Peninsula in thé

direction of the Franz Josef Land and situated within the

rear part of passive continental Barents Sea margin .

The crustal cross-section with velocity isolines and

seismic boundaries attains the depthes of 55 km. The major

feature of the section is a low-angle fault c rossing the

entire thickness ot the Earth trust . In general the pic-

ture agrees with the Wernicke model dor passive continen-

tal wargin structure 131 . The Moho discontinuity at the

base of the trust expressed at the section as the upper

boundary of the wave-guide . has been detected at the depth

of 45 - 50 km with arising in the cent ral part of the live

up to 32 km. The Iayer of lower vetocity and its gradient

(possible partially melted rocks) is distinguished beneath

the Moho . Vetocity gradient inside this layer 8 km thick

is reduced about 7 times with respect to over and under-

lying layers and attains the value of 0.002 c

In the central . gart of the section a large low-angle

fault inclined seaward approximately onder the engte of

25° breaks the trustel formation in two absolutely diffe-

rent parts. Southern part a .-djacent to the Baltic Sheild

is characterized by complex tectonic structure. In the up-

per trust seismic boundaries are share, the sediment cover

is f olded, the foundament is b roken in blocks of 50x10 km

(zone of brittle deformation) inclined seaward
. Northern

part adjoining to the Franz Josef Land shows comparat ively
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calm tectonics . Velocity gradient is relatively stable in ge-

neral, without share jumps , the boundaries are smooth and the

zone entire is broken in eitent blocks with faults of small
amplitude .

Within the sedimentary cover the major fault branches off

and becomes even more low-angle . In the middle part of the

line , near the fault area , the Moho has a break with the am-

plitude of 10 km. Almost the same amplitude of roeture is

observed along upper boundaries with velocitiea of 6 . 5 and

7. 2 km/s, A ductile deformation zone of lower velocity.gradi-

ent may be delineated directly beneath the major fault .

The interpretation of traveltime corvee was conducted

using the simpte invertion method dor homogeneous vetocity

functions of two coordinaten 127 . Accuracy of interpreta-

tion is evaluated for vetocity valoen as t0 .1 manfa ; and it

is about 1 . 0 km for depthes . Ray-tracing techniques han

been applied to the model of cross-section . The computed ti-

mes match welt the observed oases through the .entire length

of the profile . Root mean square deviation dor the travel-

times is about 0 . 15 s .
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